
440 The Baptist Review and Ef1JpOBitor.

For the most part the exegesis is true and the applica
tion appropriate. There is true spiritual insight and
much help for the personal life. One closes a meditation
always with a sense of having come again in contact
with the mind and heart of the Master and feels stronger
or more confident in the midst of life's meanings and
mysteries.

The author has hit upon a suggestive idea and has
worked it for the edification of the saints and the mag
nifying of the Lord.

W. O. CARVER.

VIII. MISSIONS.

A Yankee on the Yangtze. Being a. na.rra.tive of a. jour
ney from Sha.ngha.i through the Centra.l Kingdom to
Burma..
By William Edgar Geil, with one hundred full page illustration•.

New York. A. C. Armstrong & Son. 1904. Pp. XV a.nd 312.

The author has made a far journey to fetch a little load.
He makes the confession-his statement on p. 310 ought
to be a confession whether so intended or not-that the
volume "has been written on the wing" and in all sorts
of places and at all sorts of times. On this account he
thinks it "should have a peculiar flavor," as, indeed, it
has, its most striking peculiarity being that a man could
have made so little of such a remarkable opportunity.
Ninety-nine days traversing and transversing China gave
one very exceptional opportunity for seeing, learning
and recording for the information of his fellow-men.
And truly Mr. Geil has made an interesting volume, which
has several merits. For one thing, it is frank and friendly
toward the reader; it is full of local and temporal color
ing, even i~ one does feel at many stages-at most, indeed
-that th~ coloring is far from completely representing
the environment. There are some sane and sympathetic
observations and advice about the relations of foreigners
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and Chinese. Then there is a very generous and judi
cious praising of missionaries. Chinese characteristics
are given, not didactically, but pictorially. The illustra
tions are varied, numerous, informing.

On the other hand, the author is too much concerned
with his own personality and addicted to an inveterate
habit of witticisms with very varying success. On such
a journey his greatest pride seems to be the 'speed with
which he traveled and the amount of labor he was able
to get out of his coolies. There is a sameness that grows
tiresome, and the general impression is of notes that
needed editing and elaborating, and especially is there
need of descriptive imagination. The publishers have
done their work well, save that the proofreader grew
tired in the last chapters.

It deserves to be said for the work that the reviewer
read every word of it.

w. O. CARVER.

IX. PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

Der Evangelische Gottesdienst.
Eine Liturgik nach evangelischen Grundslltzen, von Julius Smend·

Gottingen, Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht. 1904. M. 3.60.

We have here a treatise-or, more accurately speak
ing, a collection of treatises-on the subject of Worship.
The point of view is of course that of the present condi
tions in Protestant churches in Germany. But many of
the principles and problems are of general and perma
nent interest. One who reads German will find much that
is both interesting and helpful in these able discussions
of a topic of perennial and vital concern to those who
would make the worship of our churches strong and
adapted to modern needs.

The fourteen topics of the chapters, or lectures, are as
follows: The Proper Significance of Evangelical W01'

ship; Preaching as Speech in the Worship; Prayer
and Confession (creed) in Congregational Worship;
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